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Foreword
The world has changed dramatically in the past few months. COVID-19 is upending the human
society. The severity and magnitude of socio-economic impact that followed is unlike what we had
ever experienced in our lifetime. In these unprecedented times, connectivity has been the greatest
enabler to social engagement – bringing over a billion Indians together through voice and data
services. The robust telecom ecosystem has emerged as the pulse of the connected economy,
supporting 30% - 35% of India’s GDP during these times.
Case in point – the telecom infrastructure industry has been a pivotal force shaping the connectivity
revolution in India. In the past decade, wireless subscriber base has grown at a CAGR of 7.1%, and
infrastructure build-out has kept pace to support the exponential growth.
Prashant Singhal
Emerging Markets
TMT Leader, EY

The last decade of India’s telecom revolution has been fuelled by a robust “towerco” industry.
Between 2007-2020, number of towers have more than doubled and grown at a CAGR of 7.1% to
reach 606,300. Today, India has 83% of its tower sites owned by towercos (including MNO backed
towercos). This is second only to China (100%), and ahead of the US and Canada (70.8%), Europe
(63.8%), South East Asia (27.3%)* and Oceania (12.8%).

With innovation at the core, the industry has carved a niche globally. India pioneered the concept of passive infrastructure
sharing, which is now a global hallmark. The business model shift unlocked significant gains – from rapid market expansion and
faster time to market, to opex and capex efficiencies, and offloading capex burden from telecom operators.
The strong fundamentals of the tower industry had enabled seamless entry and exit of market players, which otherwise would
have been challenging given the massive capital commitments to roll out networks. With the changing sector narrative, the
industry has demonstrated the ability to change, remodel and grow in diverse dimensions.
Today with data growth and the imminent launch of next gen 5G technology taking centre stage, the next decade holds
exciting new prospects for towercos. Plenty of new opportunities are arising for tower companies to shift their attention from
a macro tower focused business, towards new business models hinged on fibre, small cells, data centres, Wi-Fi, smart cities
and beyond.
The Government is also bullish on India’s digital growth and has unveiled a strategic blueprint of India’s digital future. The
National Digital Communications Policy (NDCP) 2018 is a progressive roadmap that embeds broadband in the fabric of India’s
digital economy. NDCP’s pro infrastructure growth initiatives along with the Prime Minister’s vision to connect 600,000
villages with fibre connectivity in 1,000 days, reinforces the importance of fibre first.
Now is the time for the tower industry to innovate, explore opportunities and adopt new business models to meet the
objectives laid in the policy. The vision of providing ‘broadband for all’ and fibre connectivity across the country can be
realized by enabling the shift from towercos to ‘shared digital infrastructure’ providers. With the right mix of accelerators and
an enabling regulatory environment, the future is promising for the telecom infrastructure sector. As these multiple
opportunities come to life, they will help in fulfilling the Vision 2030.
I thank TAIPA for their invaluable contribution to the tower industry and congratulate them on their 10th anniversary. I hope
this report helps us in advancing the dialogue for accelerating the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s vision of a Digital India.
*excluding India
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Telecom infrastructure – the cornerstone to
India’s telecom and digital growth story
The telecom revolution is one of the biggest success stories post-liberalization of India that has helped the country’s visibility in
global markets. Today, India is the second largest telecom market and the largest data consumer, globally. With 1.3 billion Indians
accessing voice and data services at the world’s lowest tariffs, the ubiquitous wireless network in India is unmatched for its reach
and impact on people’s lives.
This unprecedented success of India’s telecom sector is attributable to wireless growth, backed by a robust telecom tower
infrastructure which has played a pivotal role in bridging the digital divide and facilitating ubiquitous mobile connectivity. The
Indian tower industry has laid a strong foundation of growth for the telecom sector and has supported the sector in keeping pace
with the fast-paced technology advancements.

Figure: Telecom industry’s contribution to the Indian economy
Contribution to GDP

7.0%
Share of GDP

Operators alone contribute INR580
billion per annum to the
government exchequer

Share of exports

FDI investments

Last two
decades
FY20

$37.1b

2 decades

FY20

$4.4b

FDI cap increased to 100%

Job creation

4%

100K+

$4.1b

300K

Share of total export

Value of telecom equipment
export (2019)

In last two decades

Jobs created within the first year
of the launch of NDCP 2018

Jobs expected by the end of 2021

Source: TAIPA, FDI website, media articles

India had approximately 250,000 telecom towers in 2007, considerably less than the current tower count of over 606,300 towers.
The turning point for India’s telecom infrastructure was the granting of IP-I and IP-II licences in 2008, which was followed by telcos
hiving off their tower assets into separate companies, and sharing assets based on a tenancy model. Over the last thirteen years,
an average of 29,000 new towers have been built per year.1 This pace and scale of tower deployment was possible due to the
efficiency gains by towercos which also brought significant cost savings from the sharing model.
Infrastructure sharing came with significant set of benefits for telcos. Operators could share costs of deployment and operations of
a tower site, while receiving better coverage and higher penetration of towers. It increased speed to market, as the tower
deployment cycle shortened from three months to ~45 days.
It also brought in a lot of flexibility in the market for entry and expansion. The erstwhile 12 operator Indian market had been
facilitated to a large extent by a strong tower network across the country. Also, the entry of the challenger operator in 2016 was
supported by the presence of an extensive shared tower network in the country. Moreover, the exits from the Indian telco market
post consolidation, could have entailed much higher debts and losses, had the telcos maintained the tower assets on their own
balance sheets.
1
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Figure: Cumulative industry capex and yearly growth of towers and base stations (BTS) (‘000s)

INR1.4tn
Tower industry capex
(as of Sep’19)

2,000.1

2,206.1

2,211.6

1,713.0
1,371.9

775.0

Dec'15

500.8

461.4

440.4

439.0

Dec'16

Dec'17

Dec'18
Tower

581.1

Dec'19

606.3

Aug'20

BTS

Source: TAIPA; Note: BTS – Base Transceiver Station

Figure: Synergies and benefits brought in by towerco industry for telcos

Efficiencies and benefits offered by telecom infrastructure providers

Economies of
scale

Reduced
deployment time

More efficient use
of capital for
creating national
assets with
centralised
planning

Quick set-up of
towers led to faster
go-to market time
for telcos

Clearances and
RoW management
Know-how of RoW
clearance
processes and
prescribed norms
leads to efficient
management of
protocols

Better coverage
and quality
Better penetration
and service quality
achieved through
reduced tower
proliferation

Capex saving for
telcos
Tenancy model
allows capex and
opex savings,
leading to better
EBITDA and
cashflow
management

More flexibility
for telcos

Faster network
rollout

Standardisation

Entry and exit from
the market came
with lower capex
burdens

Established tower
base facilitated
rapid technology
deployments which
helped in 3G/4G
propagation

Use of IIT/ TEC
design for towers
leads to a standard
deployment
processes

Source: EY analysis, TAIPA
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O&M
efficiency
Focussed
management of
distributed assets
and handling real
estate

Societal
benefits
Optimum tower
sites lead to
reduced energy
consumption and
radio emission of
networks

Cost savings from passive infrastructure sharing
During 2006-07, prior to the establishment of the towerco industry, an individual tower site used to cost US$20,000, and towers
represented 70% of network costs.2 As a result, no operators had all India coverage.3 Infrastructure sharing has benefitted Indian
telcos in reducing costs extensively.
For a towerco site, building, rigging, materials and power (i.e. building access to electrical networks to connect base stations to
power) consists of more than 50% of capex for both developed and emerging markets.4 Sharing these costs can significantly
reduce required costs and some telcos have experienced 35%-40% reduction in TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) due to sharing of
passive infrastructure.5 Land rent, power and backhaul consist of more than half of opex in developed markets and almost half of
opex in emerging markets.6 Again, sharing these components can significantly reduce costs.
Figure: Capex saving estimates from infrastructure sharing

Sharing type

Savings in capex

Savings in opex

Passive infrastructure sharing

16-35%

16-35%

Active infrastructure sharing (excluding spectrum)

33-35%

25-33%

Active infrastructure sharing (including spectrum)

33-45%

30-33%

Source: TAIPA; Note: capex – capital expenditure, opex – operating expenditure

Today, India is one of the few countries in the world with an efficient sharing model for towers, facilitated by neutral, nondiscriminatory tower companies who now own 83% of India’s towers.7

Figure: Tower distribution by business models in India

17.0%

21.4%

Operator-led towerco

61.6%

Pureplay independent towerco

MNO-captive sites

Source: TowerXchange, 3Q19

Historically, telcos had the infrastructure assets on their balance sheets and owning and operating towers was viewed as a
competitive advantage. However, that business model came with its own set of challenges including duplication of infrastructure,
under-utilization of towers and distributed focus between network services and asset maintenance. Further, continuous technology
advancements required constant investments from telcos, resulting in significant cash outflow.
The towerco-based leaseback business model not only allowed telcos to save costs, but also gave them the bandwidth to focus on
network rollouts. These factors have helped facilitate mobile operators’ migration to next-generation technologies and allowed for
optimum investment of capex towards network expansion and service delivery. It also enabled telcos to focus on the competition in
the service layer with the infrastructure layer being taken care of.

2
3
4
5
6
7
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Figure: Timeline of the Indian tower industry
1999-2000

1999-2000

India’s Telecom
Infrastructure
Industry came
into existence
with DoT inviting
applications for
IP-I and IP-II
registrations

2005

First tower
sharing
breakthrough –
Indian telco
approaches an
equipment
leasing firm to
start building the
first independent
infrastructure

First infra
sharing
agreements
signed – limited
to tower-fortower exchanges
known as barters
or swaps

2013

Government
restructures the
telecom industry
and cancels 122
MNO licenses

2014-15

A total of over
440MHz of spectrum
is auctioned,
stimulating 3G and
later 4G outlays,
adding considerable
loading to India’s
towers

2006-2007

2006-2007

First infra IPO;
followed by
creation of
Project MOST
(Multi Operator
Shared Towers)
by the Indian
government

A leading telco
hives off its
tower portfolio
into a subsidiary

2012

2010

2009

A leading Indian
towerco
launches its IPO

TAIPA (Tower
and
Infrastructure
Providers
Association) is
founded

A leading
American
towerco enters
Indian market
through M&A

2017-2020

Indian telecom
market shrunk from a
10-12 player market
to a mature four
player construct

2007

Three Indian
leading telcos
create a joint
venture to
establish a new
tower company

2020 onwards

Modest growth of
macro sites in the
coming years,
majorly driven by
capacity expansion
for data services for
4G services in the
immediate term, and
later for 5G launch

Source: TowerXchange, media articles

India’s digital growth story backed by a robust infrastructure backbone
The cost savings from an efficient infrastructure sharing model, were also passed on to the consumer in form of better services
and lower tariffs. Backed by a robust infrastructure industry, India has emerged as the second fastest digital adopter among
seventeen major digital economies with a digital consumer base comprising of 1,178 million telecom subscribers and 743.2 million
internet subscribers at the end of March 2020.8 Development of best-in class infrastructure for catering to the Gigabit society has
been instrumental in India’s transformation towards a digitally empowered economy and society.

8
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Figure: Increasing online presence of the Indian consumer
Overall subscriber base (m)

Total data consumption per month

98%

1,178m

of overall subscribers
are wireless

(Mar’20)

3.4%

64%

3G

36%

2G

96% 4G
7,176 PB

128 PB
~56x

2015

4%

3G

2019

As of 2019, India had the world’s highest data usage,
averaging 9.8 GB per month per smartphone; expected
to reach 18 GB by 2024

CAGR (2015-20)

Lowest tariffs (US$/GB)

App downloads (b)

37
12
2017

19

2019

UK

India

2022

With 80% Indians owning a mobile and 600 million
smart phone users, mobile apps have seen a
surge in both supply and demand

US$6.66

US$0.26

US

US$12.37

Source: TRAI, Nokia Mobile Broadband Index 2020, media articles

Towercos have played a critical role in the deployment of 4G services. The speed of launch was much faster due to a solid
infrastructure support for telcos to rely on. Going forward, emerging technologies such as 5G, augmented reality, virtual reality,
and Internet of Things (IoT) are set to redefine the communications landscape in the country, and tower industry will have a much
more central role to play in the next decade of growth.
Figure: 4G has led the data consumption in India so far; 5G to emerge as the next frontier for growth

4G connections (m)
CAGR:
300%

642

3
2015

2019

67%
4G device
penetration panIndia in 2019

5G connections* (m)
CAGR:
213%

197

2
2021

2025

*projections
Source: Analysys Mason
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17.5%
5G as proportion of
mobile connections
by 2025

India led the way for the world in infrastructure sharing
India was one of the pioneers in passive infrastructure sharing. The tower model’s enhancement to operational efficiency and
improvement in profitability was highly effective and recognized by infrastructure companies globally. Soon infrastructure
companies emerged in advanced countries such as the US, with independent corporations started taking ownership of passive
infrastructure elements.
Figure: Global tower ownership by business models and penetration of towercos by region

Key trends shaping the towerco industry

Global towerco ownership by category (3Q19); 100% = 4.85
million towers
56%

Operator-led towerco

Telcos carving out their own “captive”
towercos

30%

MNO-captive sites

On-going towerco consolidation
Pure-play independent
towerco
Joint venture towerco

13%
Flow of pure sale and leaseback (SLB)
transactions

1%

Hybrid / Renewable energy and innovative
energy storage solutions

Towerco penetration by region

100%
China

83%
India

70.8%
US & Canada

53.4%
Central and
Latin America

Looking at adjacent business models – fibre,
small cell, data centre, Wi-Fi, IoT etc.

63.8%
Europe

39.5%
Sub-Saharan
Africa

27.3%
South-East
Asia*

12.8%
Oceania

Towerco management solutions for
operational excellence

Towercos own ~70% of the world’s towers, with China, US and
India leading in terms of towerco penetration
* excluding India
Source: TowerXchange, EY analysis

Pooling in towers and bringing in the passive infrastructure sharing model and providing integrated neutral host platforms for the
telecom players has now found success in countries across the globe. Currently, ~70% of the global telecom towers are owned by
independent tower companies, or operator-led towercos. The towerco penetration is highest in China (100%), followed by India
(83%).9
Figure: The structure of the global telecom tower industry

The prevalence and propagation of
telecom tower business model is
evident from the fact that currently
there are over 300 telecom tower
companies globally
Source: TowerXchange, 3Q19

Number of towers per company
TowerCos with >20,000 towers

17

TowerCos with 5,000-19,999 towers

29

TowerCos with <5,000 towers
Source: TowerXchange
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Critical role of telecom infrastructure sector in managing the COVID-19 pandemic
In the last six to eight months, the novel coronavirus has upended the global economy, financial markets, businesses,
societies and lives of people at large. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the forefront the critical role of telecom
infrastructure in keeping economies functioning and connected. The pandemic has transformed overnight how the world
uses its digital infrastructure. Social distancing is testing the readiness of the digital infrastructure ecosystem to support
an immediate transition to work from home, digital education and, increasingly, digital medicine. Network topographies
have been transformed from office-centric to residence-centric. The peak load time slots have shifted, making traffic
management more complex.
With little fixed-line capacity to fall back on, the load on local mobile networks is immense in developing countries.
Moreover, the digitization accelerated by COVID-19 will in all likelihood, permanently change people’s lifestyles, even
after normalcy is restored. This would translate to the need for more in-fill capacity in dense, urban areas and further
strengthening of the infrastructure to meet the shift in mobile network topology.
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Chapter 2

From evolution to
revolution: Vision 2030
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Changing demands in the telecom sector
present new opportunities for growth
Until 2018, the tower industry witnessed promising growth with its capex to opex model flourishing, and the number of towers
increasing from around 250,000 in 200710 to 506,746 in 201811. The tenancy ratio had jumped from 0.9 in FY0812 to 2.13 in
FY1813 (ending March 2018). The sector's overall operating margin was in the range of 43%-44% in the past four-five years
(ending March 2018) majorly driven by rental and energy margins expansion.14
However, the dynamics of the telecom sector have changed. Recent consolidation and restructuring of the telecom market has led
to mergers and exits. The Indian telecom market has shrunk from a 10-12 player market to a mature four player construct. The
carrier neutral towerco business model, which hinged on tenancy addition, has limited prospects in a mature market with lower
number of players. The growth of macro sites is expected to be modest in the coming years, majorly driven by capacity expansion
for data and 4G services in the immediate term, and later for 5G launch.
Figure: Vision 2030: new opportunities landscape for towercos

New
technology/
business model

New business
opportunities
for towercos

1

Shared digital
infrastructure
provider

1

Fibre
Neutral host
FTTx

2

Small Cells

3

Wi-Fi

4

IoT

5

Smart cities

6

Data centers

1

Co-location of
data center on
tower sites for
edge computing

2

Monetizing site
structures for
advertising

3

EV charging
points

4

Field
maintenance
(L1)

5

Providing space
for warehousing
and cold storage

6

Power-as-a
service

Monetisation of
adjacencies

Monetisation of
existing assets

Source: EY analysis

Note: FTTx – Fibre to the x

Increased data consumption and evolution of technology provides new growth opportunities to telecom infrastructure providers in
terms of small cell densification and fiberization of telecom assets. Towercos can also explore the role of an end-to-end
infrastructure provider by assuming the role of a digital shared infrastructure provider in the telecom value chain (subject to policy
and regulatory approvals). This would entail a structural separation of an integrated telco operator into two businesses – one that
operates the network (shared infrastructure provider) and one customer-facing entity (telco core business).
As the economy grows, some easy revenue streams can come from capitalizing the real estate rights with the infrastructure
providers, which can bring growth opportunities in terms of advertisements, electric vehicles infrastructure, security solutions,
traffic control etc.

10
11
12
13
14
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Shared digital infrastructure provider - a potential future opportunity for
towercos
The shared infrastructure business model brings in reduction in operating costs by avoiding duplication of infrastructure by
multiple service providers. It enables portfolio rationalization by decommissioning redundant sites and network elements, and helps
in consolidating the asset base and optimizing the backhaul infrastructure.
Incumbents across the globe are beginning to embrace or at least considering structural separation of active network elements to
a shared digital infrastructure provider as a way to address deepening financial and market pressures as the infrastructure funding
requirements increase dramatically with the investment-heavy evolution toward 5G and FTTx. With the telecom sector facing
headwinds, structural separation is becoming a more frequently discussed topic for major industry stakeholders.
Figure: Driving synergies with InfraCo model

The business models and planning cycles of these two entities – shared digital infrastructure
provider and telco – have significant differences, making the carve out more viable
►

Infrastructure is usually planned in 10-15 year time frames (for infrastructure investments
that can last for 50 to 100 years)

►

Other key telco business functions work with one-to-three-year investment cycles – for
commercial activities, such as marketing campaigns and promotions; customer management;
billing etc

►

By separating the shared digital infrastructure provider and telco, decision makers can direct
strategy and budget based squarely on the specific needs of each company, leading to greater
strategic clarity and operating momentum

Source: GSMA, EY analysis

A carrier neutral shared digital infrastructure provider can grow its wholesale business with multiple operators, since aggregating
demand from all customers increases household conversion rates for fibre and, hence, can provide return on investment for new
buildouts. By operating independently, financing options for the shared digital infrastructure provider improve considerably. Since
it primarily invests in infrastructure, the digital infrastructure provider can attract long-term investors who are interested in buying
a physical asset.
Moreover, there is broad consensus that 5G will drive up the total cost of network ownership, given the massively increased
densification of urban areas and the resulting heightened requirements for fibre deployment. A strong, independent shared digital
infrastructure provider is better positioned to support the industry’s need for fibre rollout and small cell densification.
A neutral party host can also spearhead the increased network sharing that 5G is likely to prompt. Shared digital infrastructure
provider model for 5G rollouts is even more critical for the debt laden Indian telcos, as the high capex requirement for rollouts
would further push the cash strapped telcos. Moreover, individual rollouts would result in inefficient utilization of investments, with
duplication of network assets.
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Figure: Italy-based telco partners with UK-based telco for network sharing partnership

Case study: Italian telco player enters into network sharing partnership with
UK-based player
Key features
►

►
►

The two telcos entered into an active network sharing partnership for 4G and 5G as an extension to their existing
tower sharing agreement in Italy. Simultaneously, they plan to implement the network sharing for their existing 2G
and 4G networks as well
The two telcos also intend to upgrade their respective mobile transmission networks, adding higher capacity optical
fibre cables (backhauling)
In addition to tower sharing, the partnership will also entail 2,500 small cell/DAS sites to be constructed over the
next 10 years

Key benefits and synergies
Increased
scalability

Enable active network sharing in cities with populations of up to 100,000 people,
supporting faster 5G deployment over a wider geographic area, at a lower cost, and with
a lower environmental impact

Cashflow
benefits

Net cumulative cashflow benefits to the telcos in the form of EBITDA synergies of €110
million by 2026

Improved
quality

Backhauling to enable faster speeds and low latency

Source: Company press releases

Figure: UK-based telco extends network sharing with the local arm of a Spain-based telco to include 5G

Case study: UK-based telco incorporates 5G in its network-sharing agreement
with a Spanish telco’s UK arm
Key features
►
►

►
►

The two telcos entered into a partnership to extend the existing network sharing agreement to include 5G at joint
radio network sites
The telcos are also investigating options to deliver a shared, future proof fibre transmission network. Currently, they
intend to upgrade their transmission networks with higher capacity optical fibre cables to provide greater economies
of scale and an improved choice of infrastructure partners
While conventionally telcos have treated active equipment as a means to differentiate customer experience, the two
UK telcos have highlighted the cost synergies and efficiencies that 5G infrastructure sharing brings in
Another interesting term of the partnership is that it entails collaboration for the areas where RoI is more difficult to
realize. In the larger, more densely populated urban areas, the duo will remain competitive. In 23 large cities,
covering 16% of combined cell sites, all assets will be separate

Key benefits and synergies
Increased
scalability

Improved ROI

The partnership will enable both both the telcos to deploy 5G faster to more customers
over a wider geographic area, and at a lower cost

It will give them a chance for better return on investments in lower populated areas

Source: Company press releases
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Figure: Shared digital infrastructure provider (InfraCo) model

Shared digital
infrastructure
provider

Digital services
provider

Two-layered model

Shared infrastructure provider

Digital services provider

►

Owns, deploys and maintains passive and active
infrastructure essential for digital service providers

►

Lease network capacity from shared infrastructure
providers

►

Builds the common network infrastructure that can be
leveraged by multiple service providers

►

Compete in the retail market and provide voice and data
services to customers

►

Charges fees to service provider for leasing network
capacity on a mutually agreed model

►

Responsible for branding, marketing, pricing, retail sales
and distribution, customer service, customer billing,
innovation/product development

Source: EY analysis

However, the current regulatory environment does not allow towercos to take the shared infrastructure provider business path.
The NDCP 2018 envisions to facilitate sharing of active infrastructure by enhancing the scope of Infrastructure Providers (IPs) and
promoting and incentivizing deployment of common sharable, passive as well as active, infrastructure. The policy support for
shared digital infrastructure provider model will be highly effective in expediting India’s vision of digital expansion and accelerate
the speed to market for new technologies such as 5G.
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Figure: NDCP vision and goals

Strategies to facilitate
telecom infrastructure
growth

Creating Robust Digital
Communications
Infrastructure
Facilitate sharing of active
infrastructure by enhancing
the scope of IPs; incentivising
sharing of active/passive infra
Implementing a ‘Fibre First
Initiative’ to take fibre to the
home, enterprises and
institutions
According Telecom Optic Fibre
cables the status of Public
utility

Promoting collaboration
models for provision of shared
duct infrastructure

Fiberisation of at least
60% of telecom towers to
accelerate migration to 4G/5G

Incentivising and promoting
fibre connectivity for all new
construction

Creating National Fibre
Authority

Incentives and exemptions for
the construction of towers;
accelerated RoW permissions
for telecom towers

Connect, propel and secure India

Connect India
“Broadband for All” to foster socio-economic
development, service quality and encourage
environmental sustainability

50
Mbps

► Provide 1 Gbps connectivity to all Gram
Panchayats by 2020 and 10 Gbps by 2022
► Enable 100 Mbps broadband on demand to
all key development institutions
► Ensure connectivity to all uncovered areas

Propel India
Enable next generation technologies and
services through investments, innovation and
IPR generation

Universal
broadband
connectivity

50%

Households
with fixed
broadband
access

65%

Unique mobile
subscriber
density

► Attract investments of US$100 billion in
the digital communications sector
► Expand IoT ecosystem to 5 billion
connected devices
► Accelerate transition to Industry 4.0

10
million

Public Wi-Fi
hotspots

► Increase India’s contribution to global
value chains
► Creation of globally recognized IPRs
► Train/ re-skill 1 million manpower for
building new age skills

Secure India
Ensure digital sovereignty, safety and security
of digital ecosystem
► Establish a comprehensive data protection
regime for digital communications
► Develop and deploy robust digital
communication network security
frameworks
► Address security issues relating to
encryption and security clearances

Source: NDCP 2018
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60%

Telecom tower
fiberisation

5
billion

Connected IoT
ecosystem

$1
trillion

Realising
cumulative
economic
impact with 5G
by 2035

Future opportunity landscape from adjacent services and current asset
monetization
With the industry leaning towards data heavy consumption and 5G services on anvil, towercos are aligning their business priorities
with the changing sector needs. Globally, new business models and revenue streams have opened up for towercos, and Indian
infrastructure market is ripe to explore these diversified business streams. As the telecom infrastructure industry aligns to the
changing infrastructure needs of telcos, new business models have started emerging for infracos..

Vision to connect every village with OFC in 1000 days
India’s Prime Minister has laid out the vision in August 2020, to connect every village in the country with
optical fibre cable (OFC) in 1,000 days. To achieve this vision, the cables would have to be laid at nearly 3.6
times the current speed, up from the existing average of 350 km a day to over 1,251 km a day.
The InfraCos will have a significant role to play in realising this vision, and they possess the skill sets and
experience to expedite India’s fibre growth story.
Source: media articles

Figure: Assessing the opportunity landscape for towercos
Assessment

Opportunity

Adjacencies

Fibre deployment
and backhaul
through fibre and
microwave

Challenges

Tower
fiberization

Fiber to
the curb

National
long
distance

Intra-city
fiber

Fibre
O&M

Microwave

Small cells
deployment with
4G/5G

Small cell sites deployment

Wi-Fi

Neutral host Wi-Fi provider

Internet of things

Build-operatemaintain IoT
network

Sensor O&M +
installation

Smart cities
opportunity

Digital
infrastructure
deployment

Platform and
application
provider

Data center
deployment

Build and operate data centers
(colocation)

►
►
►

RoW
Pricing of intra-city
and NLD fibre
Regulatory approval
for microwave

►

Site acquisition and
RoW

►

Monetization

►

Capability
enhancement
Workforce
management for large
scale sensor
deployments

►

►

Revenue models

►

Market in nascent
stage
Capability
enhancement

►

Source: EY analysis
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Heat-map

Monetize existing assets

Opportunity

Assessment

Challenges

Field
maintenance
(L1)

Level 1 field maintenance

►

Currently under the
purview of OEMs

Edge computing
(micro data
centers)

Colo and managed services

►

Market in nascent
stage

Out of home
advertising

Static billboards

►
►

Complex approvals
Limited opportunity

Warehousing,
collection point for
goods

Space for warehousing and cold
storage at tower sites

►

Limited opportunity

EV charging

Use power at sites for providing EV
charging

►

Underdeveloped
infrastructure

Power
management as a
service

Power management for other
industries

►

Capability
development

Digital billboards

Heat-map

Source: EY analysis

Figure: Opportunity sizing for towercos in new revenue streams

Huge market
size

Opportunity size to the tune of
INR215 billion – INR310 billion
in 2023

Alternate business
streams

Infrastructure players have already
started exploring new avenues with
diversification into fibre, smart
cities and small cells

Capital-intensive
requirements

To tap on these emerging business
models at full potential, it would
require an investment of ~INR660
billion – INR930 billion in the five
year timeframe up to 2023

Source: EY analysis

Monetization of adjacencies
Fibre: Fibre is a fast-growing infrastructure asset class which is gaining attention. Fibre demand in India is increasing at a rapid
pace. Deployment of a large amount of high frequency 4G and 5G spectrum needs a fibre backhaul. Telcos’ ambition of increasing
FTTH/B penetration for residences, buildings and enterprise customers would boost the demand for fibre lay outs. Government
initiatives such as BharatNet’s and Digital India’s focus on telecom infrastructure, especially fibre, is also contributing to increased
fibre deployment.
Tower fiberization is expected to witness a steady growth in the future. Especially with India’s 5G launch anticipated in 2023,
fiberization rates are expected to surge from 2021 onwards.
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Figure: India tower fiberization forecast

68.4%
59.7%
51.0%
42.4%
33.7%
20.0%

2017

25.0%

2018

2019F

2020F

2021F

2022F

2023F

Source: EY analysis; Note: Fibre demand is estimated basis number of towers to be fiberized and incremental
Fibre required to fiberize a tower

Towercos are well positioned to address the fibre opportunity, with their existing experience of managing distributed infrastructure
assets. Certain use cases that have tower at the central piece of network architecture, are already gaining traction. On the
forefront is site fiberization, as it enhances backhaul and increases the valuation of the core tower assets, giving towercos
increased control.
Small cells: Coverage and capacity have long been called out as the prerequisites for high speed data networks, especially with the
advent of 4G and 5G. Network densification has already begun in metros with 4G network rollouts and will further increase with 5G
and IoT use cases.
Towercos can explore provision of fiberized small cells as it would position them as an integrated player. In accordance with time to
market consideration, towercos can either deploy own fibre backhaul or partner/acquire independent fibre companies to provide
small cell fiberization. It is a viable proposition as provision of site and backhaul together enables cost sharing among multiple
operators and these cost savings can be further passed on to the telecom operators.
Globally, towercos are already adding small cells to their inventory of site typologies – mostly functioning as site acquirers, with the
small cells owned by telcos. A bigger opportunity lies where towercos acquire and own their small cells and offer fiberized small cell
sites to the telcos.
Public Wi-Fi: Owning and maintaining distributed assets gives towercos a synergistic playing field in Wi-Fi. Despite significant
growth in mobile data traffic, Wi-Fi penetration in India has remained limited. Towercos have an opportunity to penetrate this
market. They can choose a host of business models – providing Wi-Fi equipment and O&M to clients or becoming a neutral host
public Wi-Fi provider. The latter will need active infrastructure deployment which is subject to license conditions.

NDCP 2018 facilitating deployment of public Wi-Fi hotspot - target to deploy 10 million
Wi-Fi hotspots by 2022
Source: NDCP 2018

Internet of Things (IoT): The IoT ecosystem is expected to grow at a rapid pace with the advent of 5G. IoT connections in India are
expected to grow at a CAGR of 32% over 2017-2023 to ~423 million connections.15 This presents a unique opportunity for
towercos to position themselves as the infrastructure providers for the IoT ecosystem. Towercos can strengthen capabilities to
widen their area of play in the IoT value-chain. From deployment and maintenance of sensors, to entering the application and
hardware value-chain, towercos can explore multiple business directions, based on capability and skill set enhancement.
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Figure: IoT value chain

Share of value
chain revenue

Hardware
Modules and
objects

25%

Network
Equipment, cloud,
OSS/BSS

Connectivity

20%

5%

Professional services
and applications
Solutions, integration,
operations and
analytics

Platforms

15%

35%

Source: EY analysis

Note: OSS/BSS – Operations support system/Business support system

Smart cities: India’s smart city initiative has opened up a new avenue of growth for infrastructure providers. Digital infrastructure
forms the backbone of the smart city initiative, and towercos are well positioned to create and maintain this infrastructure. India
Government’s Smart Cities Mission, which was launched in 2015, aims to create 100 smart cities in the country. Towercos in the
country have already jumped on the smart city bandwagon and are keen to make most of this opportunity.
Figure: Smart city opportunities for towerco
Digital infrastructure backbone for smart cities
(Telecom Towers+ Fiber connectivity + Small Cells)
Physical/hardware layer
ICT infrastructure which can support
multiple B2B use cases such as remote
surveillance, smart lightning,
environment sensors etc.

Communication layer

Connectivity

M2M
platforms/
Device
management

Application layer
Data/
Big
Data
storage

Application
platform

Analyti
cs

Source: EY analysis

Note: ICT – Information and communications technology, B2B – Business-to-business, M2M – Machine-to-machine

In most cities, purchasing right of way (ROW) is expensive, and one key revenue opportunity in smart cities comes from gaining
rights to the street furniture and an easy RoW. Under the public private partnership (PPP) model, towercos can build the
communications infrastructure for the city, and in lieu use the RoW and site rights for mounting their own infrastructure for
revenue generation. Leading Indian towercos have already entered into smart city projects.
Data centres: In line with the capex to opex conversion model supported by towercos’ traditional business of tower rentals, data
centers is a potential area of business which aligns with this model. Upfront high capex investments by towercos in data centres, to
lease out space for colocation or to provision of managed hosting services, is a prospective business model. Data centres are
witnessing a steep growth trajectory –and the market in India is expected to grow at 8.4% CAGR from 2018-2023.16
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Figure: Synergies between towerco and data center service provider

Leasing space and
related
infrastructure to
enterprises
(telecom
operators)

Investment in
land

Fibre
connectivity

Power
availability

Physical
security

Cooling
systems

Source: EY analysis

Monetization of existing assets
Apart from tapping on the above adjacencies, an immediate proposition for towercos is to monetize their existing assets. Towercos
can expand their service portfolio beyond tower based real estate and include provisioning other services on their tower sites. With
distributed, power backed, and increasingly fiberized sites, towercos can explore revenue streams that exploit this dispersed real
estate advantage.
A potential business stream includes setting up of edge computing on tower sites by deploying micro data centers near the network
edge. With steady power supply and ready backhaul, tower sites can support edge data centers closer to the user, reducing the
need to send backhaul data traffic to a centralized hub.
The location advantage of towercos also renders them fit for serving as storage, warehousing and delivery centres for various
businesses. With availability of power and air-conditioning, even perishable goods storage can be explored as a business stream.
Tower structures can also be monetized for out-of-home advertising, with placement of billboards on towers/monopoles.
Another service proposition beyond vertical real estate is the provisioning of primary and backup power. This innovation is well
established by the ‘powerco towercos’ of Sub-Saharan Africa and Southern Asia region.17 As towercos have significant expertise in
managing energy assets, they are well-positioned to provide power-as-a-service.
With advent of electric vehicles, towercos can play an important role in this upcoming opportunity and unlock a new revenue
stream. The availability of reliable power and possession of distributed sites makes towercos well-suited to provide EV charging
infrastructure.

Way forward
Opportunities aside, ease of doing business remains a prime concern for all infrastructure projects in the country. Delays in getting
approvals from municipalities, lack of uniform charges and clearances for RoW, and multi-body approvals are key concerns that
needs to be addressed for faster infrastructure roll-outs. To expedite the creation of robust telecom infrastructure and to fulfil the
agendas of ‘Digital India’, it is pertinent that ease of doing business is treated as a priority.
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Chapter 3

Acronyms
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Abbreviation

Full form

IoT

Internet of Things

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

FDI

Foreign Direct Investment

NDCP

National Digital Communications Policy

Capex

Capital Expenditure

CAGR

Compound Annual Growth Rate

SMEs

Small and Medium Enterprises

OTT

Over-the-top

IP1, IP2

Infrastructure Providers 1,2

DOT

Department of Telecommunications

Opex

Operating expenditure

IPO

Initial Public Offering

MOST

Multi Operator Shared Towers

M&A

Merger and Acquisition

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

BTS

Base Transceiver Station

EV

Electric Vehicle

SLAs

Service Level Agreements

RoW

Right of Way

O&M

Operations and Management

FTTx

Fibre to the x

FTTH/B

Fibre to the home/building

OSS/BSS

Operations Support System/Business Support System

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

B2B

Business-to-business

M2M

Machine-to-machine

PPP

Public Private Partnership
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